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Dear Owners 

 

Welcome! This is our first Newsletter for 2016.  

We have had relatively good rains compared to 

many areas in Nambia, and are most grateful. The 

level of the water in the dams however is a matter 

of great concern, and we will all have to do 

everything we can to conserve the little water we 

have. The Estate does have three water troughs to 

provide water for the game, even if the dams are 

dry.   

 

 
Game trough. 

 

Bush Control: 

Our bush control project began winter 2015, and 

we can see positive results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Acacia mellifera (swarthaak) affected by bush control. 

 

 
Dense bush areas opening up after bush control.  

 

 



 

 
Dense bush areas before bush control. 

 

Plots: 

The plot market is lively, and we can welcome new 

owners, Mr J and Mrs T Shuumbwa (plot 15). They 

have also already begun construction of their new 

residence, and we wish them  much patience. We 

welcome too Mr and Mrs T and K Newton (plot 1), 

Mr and Mrs ER and A von Wielligh (plot 7) and L 

van der Riet (plot 41).  

 

Game Conservation: 

We are still busy gathering information and holding 

discussions about the use of game on an area of 

less than 1000ha. We hope to be able to make 

some concrete decisions soon.  

 

Mike Yates (plot 13) has proved his talent as a 

snake catcher! Residents are welcome to contact 

him to catch and relocate any snakes they find on 

their property and may feel pose a danger. 

 

We have been blessed with a regular albeit lower 

than average rainfall, and as a result our grazing 

quality and quantity is good.  

 

 
Good grazing on the Estate.  

 

We have reduced the giraffe numbers to three, and 

trust our palatable trees will begin to recover.  

 



 
 

Security: 

We are pleased to report that there have been no 

break-ins on the Estate. The decision taken at the 

AGM 2015 that all residents are obliged to join the 

24/7 Security monitoring system, linked to 

Finkenstein Estate, has ensured a faster response 

to alarms.  

 

Refuse:  

Our recycling refuse system is up and running, and 

we find that the volume of “other refuse” has 

reduced significantly in comparison to recycle 

refuse.  

 

Planned Projects: 

We are planning to complete the paving of the 

circles. This was unfortunately interrupted due to 

contractor issues, but we hope to continue soon. 

We also plan to do more work on the tar roads, and 

to have the clubhouse painted.  

 

Water: 

Water could become a national problem this year. 

The dam levels supplying Windhoek water are 

approx. 35% at this stage, and the rainfall season 

seems to be coming to an end. The chance of 

further showers is unlikely to solve the problem. 

Our residents will have to take great care with 

water usage. We are trying to conserve water by 

not watering the lawns, covering the swimming 

pool, and other small changes. We trust the 

following rainfall will be a positive one.  

 

Webpage: 

We have a new webpage which is up and running. 

The web address is herboths-blick.com. We will 

attempt to maintain updated documentation, AGM 

minutes, plots for sale (according to information 

supplied to us), and any other interesting 

information. We trust our owners will use this as a 

source of information.  

 

Regards 

Di Wucher 


